Completions and Well Architecture
Unlocking Complexities

A Valuable Partner in Production
The time and cost associated with drilling oil and gas wells can be substantial, particularly as the landscape
becomes increasingly more complex. Frank’s International is the leading oilfield services partner – providing
the innovative equipment and smart solutions for running tubulars to maximize value.
Frank’s completion capabilities apply the engineering expertise and customized solutions to bring the
most complex wells into production more efficiently.
We specialize in corrosion resistant alloy running operations, and have developed a patented product
line designed to handle these critical materials, offering the industry’s only true non-marking tubular
running solution.
Our integrity and absolute commitment to providing quality products and services to our customers
reduces well costs over time.

Products Designed to Increase Reliability
Frank’s enables more reliable well operations and safer working environments.
Since we design and manufacture our
own products, our customers benefit
from reduced downtime and costs.
As specialists in corrosion resistant alloy
tubulars, we inherently understand
the importance of maintaining their
stability. Conventional gripping systems
create stress marks and indentations
that accelerate corrosion, reducing
dependability and increasing the
chance of pipe body failures.

Frank’s has specifically designed several
solutions to help our customers optimize
production and assure long-term success.
We have developed a product line that
includes our patented FluidGrip® technology and the Collar Load Support (CLS)
system. This system eliminates die
penetration marks, mitigating concerns
of corrosion and prolonging the stability
of the well.

Frank’s offers an array of completion
tools and equipment designed and
manufactured to meet the needs of
our customers globally.
Our equipment, solutions and installation
teams have the ability to complete the
most complex wells, regardless of
application, safely and reliably.

Well Restoration
and Maintenance

Advanced Technology
and Specialized Tools

Extending the Life
of Production

Minimize Cost and
Reduce Downtime

Workover Services Extend the Life of a Well
After years of production, oil and gas
wells require extensive maintenance and
replacement. Frank’s expertise can be
applied to complex workover projects,
resulting in the restoration of well vitality
and extending its production life.

With equipment that has proven to meet
the rapidly evolving needs of the oil and
gas industry, our advanced technology
and specialized tools enable the company
to meet the challenges of all workovers.
Over the renewed lifetime of the well,

customers will minimize costs and
reduce non-productive time, thanks
to the reliability of our equipment
and service provided by our teams.

Control Line Management
Taking care to maintain the wellbore and
completion accessories is a critical aspect
to the longevity of the well lifecycle.
Our engineers and operational
specialists work together to develop
equipment designed specifically for
installing complex completion tubulars
and associated components that extend
the life of the well, safely and efficiently.
Frank’s manufactured Rotary Mounted
Completion Spiders are uniquely designed
to accommodate the pass-through of
downhole deepwater completion
components. When coupled with

Frank’s Cobra Control Line Management
system, our customers are provided with
the ultimate production and management
for their control lines and umbilicals.
Frank’s is the leader in deepwater completion services, providing customers with
high-quality, innovative equipment and
superior services. We deliver customized
solutions for our customers’ challenges to
help ensure safer working environments,
decreased non-productive time and a
lower total cost of ownership.
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Unlocking Complexities

Founded in 1938, Frank’s International, N.V. is publicly traded on the NYSE under
the symbol FI. With a diverse, global workforce spanning over 60 countries across
the globe, Frank’s is an industry leader in engineering, manufacturing, servicing
and installing tubular running products. Frank’s understands the importance of
providing consistent performance and exceeding our customers’ expectations.
The company provides learning and development opportunities to create a crossfunctional workforce, adept at providing world-class service and exceeding the
needs of customers while they expand their search for oil and gas. The company
is proud of its grassroots heritage, and today embraces the same entrepreneurial
and innovative approach for which the company was founded.
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